Mark’s Musings
Remembering a sunny summersummer-time with family and friends. The beautiful
beautiful Marsh was
a jewel of tranquility;
tranquility; of ponies and sea birds, reeds and grasses, scrub and more birds.
The teasel is striking and stands up proudly. When I went out one day in July the
grassland was scorched from lots of sun and very little rain; what a contrast.
Talking of contrasts I think it is timely to remind ourselves what FOSM is for. We are a
local group who came together for Stanpit Marsh SSSI and who gladly help advance the
learning and information available. We have good contact and will happily represent
local views of what should happen here. With close to 400 members FOSM can be a useful
influence sometimes.
We are not the Council (CBC). We do not own the marsh and we don’t have control or
responsibility for the various initiatives they advance; dogs on leads, boats unable to
land on marsh verges, re-vamping and altering the carcar-park, re-constructing the
Recreation Ground for example, are CBC.
over--spill at Grimmery Bank
Erosion may feature again this year as there is evidence of over
again and the Marsh’s link to Blackberry point is only a lowlow-tide mud flat. Evolution is
not always kind to us.
The Information Centre has new displays and furniture. The programme of walks, talks
and events for the coming months is interesting. Please
Please come along to our autumn coffee
mornings to get together with Friends.
The Summer Garden Party at The Red House was sunny and warm. My sincere thanks
to each one of you for making it a wonderful day. Our fundfund-raising helps FOSM and
the warden’s work on the Marsh. The recreation ground will be getting a more natural
makemake-over soon which will be exciting.
Friends Of Stanpit Marsh is a vital part of local life; please encourage your friends and
neighbours to join us. We meet every month to stay in tune with the Countryside Service,
the Information Centre displays and to learn more of this beautiful natural treasure.

All best wishes to you,
Mark
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Welcome

Howard Little

…to issue number 97 of the Newsletter. I was very pleased at the reaction to the last
issue and especially the positive comments about the many changes. This edition is
different to all previous Newsletters. It is the only one that focuses on one subject;
bird watching. It is also significantly larger than previous issues at 20 pages rather
than the usual 16. Our January issue will welcome contributions on general subjects
again and will return to the usual 16 page format.
Although we have several new contributors to the current newsletter, I would still
welcome articles from a larger number of members. Articles need not be long or
detailed. It only takes 300 words to fill one of our A5 pages in the Newsletter. One of
our new contributors is John Lewis. After attending a very useful course led by John, I
persuaded him to write an article to help members improve their bird photography.
As well as giving some very useful advice, John has also included some of his
beautiful photos. Many thanks John. Some vigorous ‘arm twisting’ on my spouse
produced an article by Elizabeth (Little) on a visit to the project to reintroduce the
Great Bustard to Salisbury Plain. Our resident experts have not been resting on their
laurels. Ann Blofield has produced an intriguing piece on diving birds, while Pam
Higginson tells us some of the more unusual facts about the common Dunnock and
Sheila Richards has produced an interesting item on the reasons why many birds fly
in a ‘V’ formation.
As the issue is focusing on bird watching as a hobby, we have an article about the
Observer’s Book of Birds. This has been used as a reference book in many a
birdwatcher’s early history. We have some bird photography tips as well as some
unusual bird facts. There is a description of the Bioblitz that took place on the marsh
on 25th May and if you can still remember the early summer heat wave, we have an
account of the Summer Garden Party. Mark has again given some of his musings.
Finally, although not a successful birdwatcher myself, I have included a short item on
seeing a rather unusual bird in the Amazon. I hope you enjoy the issue.

The following photographers and artists are thanked for their contributions: P5
Sheila Richards, P12 & 13 John Lewis, P1,7,9,14,15,19 & 20 Howard Little
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The Seemingly Demure Dunnock!

Pam Higginson

Such a dainty little bird, quaint in its own little way of hopping round the garden looking
for insects; not particularly attractive, very much like a House sparrow, but lacking the
darker colours – particularly around the head. It also has a noticeably much thinner bill –
used for catching insects rather than crushing seed.
They have several names, including Hedge sparrow
and Hedge accentor. The name Accentor derives
from its genus. Most species in this group breed in
Central Asia, but this bird is the only one that can be
found in Britain.
They are insectivorous feeders during the summer,
eating a variety of insects, as well as spiders and
small snails, but in the autumn and winter they feed
on fine seeds. Their cup-shaped nest is quite sturdy,
made up of twigs, leaves, roots and grasses, lined with hair, feathers, and moss and sited
in a hedge or bush. They lay about 4-66 eggs, which are deep blue in colour and
unmarked. Incubation
on takes around 12 days and is mostly undertaken by the female,
although both parents feed the young.
However, looks can be deceiving! These unobtrusive little birds have a very racy and
promiscuous life-style! During the breeding season, in spring,
ring, they can often be seen in
groups of 3 or 4, a mix of 1 female and 2 or 3 males, or vice versa. Even within the
grouping, chance amorous encounters take place with ‘outsiders’. Even more
remarkable, is that when the female offers herself to a male, the male will tap her ‘tail
end’ which induces her to eject any previous sperm that has been deposited within her.
This is then removed by her new amorous male!
If both her accompanying males have mated with her, however, they are both allowed to
feed the young, which helps ensure their survival.

Did you know?
All birds living in salty habitats have a salt gland. This gland is situated at the base of the
bill, and serves to remove excess salt from the body. The salty, transparent liquid is
excreted through the nostrils, and can sometimes be seen dripping from the bill. The size
of the gland varies according to the habitat in which the bird lives. Birds like petrels, auks
and some gulls, who spend much time at sea, have well-developed
developed glands.
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Nature Shows the Way

Sheila Richards

We marvel at the wonder of bird migration and the distances flown, but have you
wondered why birds fly in V formation? Studies have shown that birds flying in V
formation have lower heart rates than if flying solo. They are able to cover longer
distances with much less effort due to the aerodynamic V shape which reduces air
resistance. Each bird, apart from the leader, flies slightly above the one in front, the
flapping of its wings creating uplift for the one behind.
d. A flock of geese can fly 70%
further in formation than if flying on their own.
The bird in the lead position, however, has to
work harder than the other birds as it experiences
greater air resistance. When it tires, it falls back
and repositions in one of the V lines, and another
bird then moves into the lead position. I was on
Burton village green a while back watching a
skein of Canada geese flying overhead on their
way to the river Avon beside Sopley Bridge, and
saw this changeover take place.
The same rotation happens between those birds
in the trailing positions who also experience more air resistance, and those in the middle
section. The cycle continues during the whole flight, giving all birds the responsibility of
being the leader as well as a chance to enjoy the benefits of flying in the middle section
which experiences the least air resistance. They work together as a team using their
energy efficiently until they reach their destination.
You might have seen the same principle applied if you watched those exciting cycle races
in the Olympics Velodrome last summer.
I’ve noticed that sometimes the V shape is longer on one side than the other. Apparently,
this usually means that a cross-wind
wind is blowing. The birds on the shorter side tak
take the
brunt of the wind, while on the longer side the birds are trying to shield one another from
it.
Another benefit of flying in V formation is that it allows the birds to communicate with
each other as they fly, each bird being visible to the other members
bers of the group, so they
can keep the flock together. Their teamwork is such that some geese will even drop out
of formation to protect a sick or injured bird until it recovers or dies, when they will join
another group in order to catch up with their own group.
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How wonderful is the sound of geese flying in formation. Perhaps, as the Brent geese
approach Stanpit Marsh in the autumn after their long flight from Arctic regions, the lead
goose communicates,, ‘Keep up at the back, nearly there, Hengistbury Head in sight’!
Military jets also take a leaf out of nature’s book by flying in V formation, as it enables
the pilots to see and communicate with each other whilst working as a team. Nature sets
a fine example.

The History of Observer’s Books
In discussing members’ early memories of bird watching,, along with scabby knees and
boiled sweets, the Observer’s Book of Birds was mentioned by all. My own copy was a
small brown hard backed book with a glossy paper cover. The book was just the right size
to put in
n a pocket (along with the boiled sweets) and was sturdy enough to withstand
Kentish weather. It was obviously produced in the early days of colour printing as
alternate pages had only black and white pictures. My own early experiences of bird
watching weree coloured by hope rather than accuracy. I remember recording a
surprisingly large number of Sparrowhawks
parrowhawks for a cabbage field in Kent (they were
probably crows). There were also, if my memory serves, several flocks of O
Ospreys in the
same cabbage field!
From
rom the late 1930’s onward, children’s bird
watching was supported by a single product, the
Observer’s Book of British Birds. This was the first
title in what was to become an extensive range of
reference books. The Observer’s Books were a
series of small, pocket-sized
sized books, published by
Frederick Warne & Co in the United Kingdom from
1937 to 2003. They covered a variety of topics
including hobbies, art, history and wildlife. The aim
of these books was to interest the observer and they have also been popular amongst
children. Some of them have become collector's items. For the dedicated collector this
could be a lifetime's work as there are over 800 variations, some of which are now very
rare. The values of the books can vary from 50 pence to hundreds of pounds.
The books were produced with paper dust covers up until 1969. Each one had a unique
pattern of squiggly lines at the top but these were not very practical because they were
easy to rip and stain. From 1970, the covers were protected with
ith a glossy coating. These
types are often referred to as "Glossies". From the late 1970s, Warne decided to laminate
the covers to the actual books to make them sturdier and more resistant to wear.
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The first Observer’s guide was published in 1937, and was on the subject of British birds.
This is now very rare, and a mint copy with a dust cover is worth hundreds of pounds. The
same year, Warne published a second Observer's book on British wild flowers. A mint
copy of this book is worth around £220. When the popularity of these was recognized,
several more titles were added, but during World War II production
oduction was limited due to
paper and labour shortages. Even so, by 1941 Warne had published the first six
Observer’s books.
The first few Observer's titles had focused on nature,
but gradually subjects like geology, music and
architecture were introduced. 'Spotter' titles like
Aircraft, Automobiles and Railway Locomotives proved
very popular. During the 1950s and 60s collecting sets
of these books was very popular among children and
adults alike.
When Warne was acquired by Penguin books in 1983,
Warne bought out new editions of the Observer's books.
These were slightly bigger than the original books, and
were in paperback, not hardback. The same year
Penguin, with permission of Warne, started printing
their own, more up-to-date Observer's books. These
again were slightly larger than the originals, but were
hardbacks. Like the later original Observer's books, the dust covers were laminated to the
actual book. There were two types off the Penguin Observer's books: Bloomsbury
Observer's, and Claremont Observer's, (of which there were only 12 different editions).
After a hiatus of 17 years, Peregrine Books published the appropriately titled Observer's
Book of Observer's Books in 1999, in a format that matched the original editions and was
numbered 99 so as to follow on from the last 'official' title. As the title implies, it is a
guide to the series with details of its history, authors, and print-runs.
runs. As a sign of the
series' popularity, this potentially obscure book has been reprinted no fewer than six
times. More recently the series has been rounded up to 100 with the publication of
Wayside and Woodland in 2003
There are now over 800 variations
ns of Observer’s books. Popular with Collectors. The
Observer’s Book of British Birds can now be sold for more than £200. So don’t forget to
search the loft. You may not still have the scabby knees or boiled sweets but if you can
find a copy of this book, it may provide more than happy memories.
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Great Bustard Project

Elizabeth Little

On a cold, blustery day in April 2012, a small group of us met the team who manage the
Great Bustard Project on Salisbury Plain. We climbed into an old Land Rover which took
us to the isolated and rarely visited areas favoured by these large birds. Our guide
alarmingly ignored the signs warning us that we were entering the firing range and yes, it
was in use that day! We really were taking our lives in our hands for the sake of seeing
these unusual birds.
Sadly, no Great Bustards were sighted on our drive but
eventually we arrived at a protected area (the young
birds are a favourite meal with the local fox population).
From a hide we were able to observe a handful of Great
Bustards, along with several models, designed to
encourage the male birds to display to the females, a
behaviour called “lecking”.
The Great Bustard is similar in shape to a goose but it is a
huge, robust and stately looking bird. The head and neck
are pale grey with a rufous brown back and white
underparts. The male is much smaller than the female, but a breeding male puts on a
good show, growing large moustachial whiskers, he then fans out his wing feathers and
inflates a balloon like structure in his neck.
Although it was interesting to see these birds, we were a little suspicious about whether
these particular birds were free to roam or were in fact living in captivity. We were
however lucky to see two Stone Curlews in the same area and as this was a first for me,
this caused me some excitement.
Contact details:
www.visit@greatbustard.org
Telephone 07817 971 327
Visits are possible on Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursday, Saturday
and Sundays at 9.30,11.30 or 14.00
Visits last about 90 minutes

At the conclusion of the visit we went to the Great
Bustard Project HQ, a hut with souvenirs to purchase
and some information sheets. They had clearly copied
the National Trust model which ensures that visitors
exit through the shop.

It was an interesting day but we were not over
confident about the feasibility of the long term survival of the newly released chicks.
Many of the chicks seem to be lost to the local foxes. However, recent news from the
Project reported that a female bird became the first adult to migrate to France where she
wintered with Cranes near La Rochelle. She has now returned to Salisbury Plain and is
showing interest in the most impressive male in the project.
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Bioblitz 2013

Saturday 25th of May saw the most important
rtant event of its kind occurring on the marsh.
The Stanpit Marsh Bioblitz was designed to record as many species as possible over a 24
hour period. It consisted of 14 separate events starting with a wi
wildlife photography
course at 8 am on Saturday and finishing with the opening of the small mammal and
moth traps at 9 am on Sunday.
A range of experts arrived to lead each activity.. Events include extensive bird watching
walks, pond dipping, plant identification, and moth invertebrate and amphibian
identification. Countryside Service wardens also contributed to the day. Peter Hollo
Holloway
helped run the pond dip, Robin Harley carried out the small mamm
mal trapping and Nikki
Hesketh-Roberts ran an amphibian torch survey. The whole dayy was supported by the Hi
HiTech Wild Trek trailer, which provided
vided electronic microscopes and screens to help identify
pond life from the marsh.
The event was organized by the Christchurch Countryside Service and supported by
FOSM, the RSPB and CHOG. Friends Of Stanpit Marsh manned a display stand through
the day and also contributed to the cost of providing the Hi Tech TTrailer. Members of
Friends also contributed to activities: Andrew
ndrew Walker, Ann Blofield and Mary Lucas
organized the pond & stream dip; Mike Andrews ran a history walk, w
while Pam Higginson,
Sheila Richards, Avril Labreche, Hetty & John Ward together with Elizabeth & Howard
Little manned the FOSM desk. The day was a great success and enjoyed by all who
attended. It is hoped to repeat the Bioblitz next year.
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Diving birds

Ann Blofield

We all enjoy watching Cormorants fishing in the Run, Coots plunging under water and
when we get the chance, Gannets diving from great heights, out at sea. Diving beneath
the water exerts many different pressures from gentle flying in the air and most of tthese
birds have evolved various structural, physiological and behavioural adaptations to both
protect them and enhance their diving ability. Some birds dive from the water surface
such as Cormorants, Grebes, Coots and Penguins while others including Terns, Gannets
and Pelicans plunge dive from above.
The experts, of course, are the Penguins! Their
bodies are streamlined and heavier than most birds,
due to denser bones. Furthermore, they store
stones in their gizzards. Their stiff wings, rather
than their legs, are used as short flippers to swim
under water. Specialised haemoglobin in the blood
allows them to function at low oxygen levels, so
they can remain under water for up to a spectacular
eighteen minutes. Cormorants are also heavy
because, due to the lack of a preen gland, they
cannot waterproof their feathers, and so become
waterlogged. Modified barbs on the Cormorant’s
feathers allow water to penetrate more easily.
Once below the surface they swim with their
particularly strong legs and large webb
webbed feet,
using their tails as rudders. The sides of their
mouths and throat are expandable, which allows them to swallow large prey. Their heart
rate, just before diving, is three times the resting rate resulting in increased blood supply
to their muscles but then falls during submersion. Timing of the length of time spent
under water by two Cormorants on the Run the other day came to an average of
eighteen seconds.
The surface dipping Grebes remains underwater for ten to forty seconds where they may
even hide if frightened. Pressing their feathers to the sides of their bodies as they dive,
they expel air while some of their rear feathers actually absorb water increasing weight.
Once under water they swim with their feet which are set well back. Their ankl
ankles are very
flexible and the toes, although not truly webbed, have large, flat lobes on either side to
enlarge the surface area. Coots who can dive down to about 6m, have similar feet.
Grebes and Coots sometimes jump into the air before diving to give them
themselves more
momentum.
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Europe’s largest sea bird, the Gannet, has a wing span of up to two metres. It dives from
considerable heights (100ft) meaning that it hits the water at great speed (up to 60mph)
and then pursues its prey under water. To guard against an inrush of water they have lost
their external nostrils which open internally protected within the mouth. Inflatable air
sacs between skin and muscle, into which they gulp air before a dive, help cushion the
blow. Wings, which could be damaged, are folded. The dive can take them down to 20m
where they remain submerged for up to 30 seconds. Research has shown that plunge
divers dive less often than surface divers. This is probably because of the combination of
high energy costs and also because the dives are usually successful in food capture i.e. up
to seven times greater than in other diving birds.
I will never forget swimming with diving pelicans in the Bay of Mexico and watching them
fold their wings just before entering the surface water to rise again with their large beaks
and throat pouches expanded with fish and water, the water streaming out. They, also,
have well developed air sacs to cushion the impact and have learnt to rotate their bodies
slightly before entering the water to protect their gullet and windpipe. However, they
may not submerge completely.
So, position and flexibility of legs, webbed feet, an increase in weight, a change in rate of
heart beat, structure of haemoglobin, modification of air sacs and feathers together with
adaptive behaviour are some of the features which have evolved to make diving
successful in these remarkable diving birds.

Wildlife Photography

John Lewis

It is remarkable what you can achieve with digital cameras, particularly wildlife
photographs. The ability to change the ISO speed and having fast memory cards are just
two important features of digital cameras.
If you are not sure about the above technical details, let me explain. I think that nearly all
digital cameras have a facility to change what we used to call film speed (ISO rating)

ISO
If you are out on Stanpit Marsh and its daytime with bright sunlight you should set the iso
to 200-400 and this should be fast enough to freeze most animal movement even quite
fast flying birds. If however it was overcast then consider setting the iso to 400-800. This
should still achieve good results even for printing between A5 to A4 size.
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Memory Cards
I think this is an area of photography that a lot of photographers do not take into account
when planning to go out with their camera. The most expensive memory card will be one
that has large memory capacity and fast speed. Good makes include Sandisk, Lexar and
Kingston. For a keen photographer 4GB to 8GB
GB is acceptable but it does depend on what
you are photographing. Most people use jpg format but raw and video will consume a lot
more memory. I use Sandisk 30mb/s, 8gb cards for landscape and butterfly/ flower
photography but for bird pictures I prefer 60mb/s
0mb/s speed. I shoot in raw format and also
do video and have purchased 16gb cards as well. My main concern with the large
memory storage cards is that you can end up taking too many pictures and forget that
they have to be downloaded onto your computer which
ich all takes time. You also might
sacrifice quality for quantity.
I believe a good photographic tip is to learn what your camera is capable of, as some
forms of wildlife photography do require specialist equipment. If your camera has a
maximum lens length of around 200-250mm
250mm it will be difficult to capture distant and high
speed flying birds but will cope well with close up work and landscapes.
You could go over to the Quay and practice on easier bird subjects such as seagulls and
starlings. Take as manyy pictures as possible and then look at them and decide what has
worked and what is maybe beyond your cameras capabilities. Practice makes perfect.
If you have any photographic questions you can email at jhlewis7@yahoo.co.uk or google
my website www.johnlewisphotos.co.uk
ewisphotos.co.uk (sorry it needs updating been too busy taking
photographers).

This shot of a curlew was
taken with a Canon DSLR
and Sigma 400mm lens. I
focused on the eye and
panned round as the bird
flew past me. Shutter
speed was 1000sec at
F6.3. This
is is where a fast
speed memory card can
record the action quickly
so that you can take a
few pictures before the
bird has gone
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A Sandwich Tern. Taken with the evening sun behind me using ape
aperture f6.3,
th
1600 of a second to freeze the action. If you can watch your subject and get
used to their method of diving, best results often achieved by pressing the
shutter just before the bird comes fully out of the water. Remember there is
often a delay
ay after pressing the shutter and the card recording the results.
Hence the reason for fast cards for action.

If your camera does
not allow high speed
flight photography,
you should look to
capture the birds in a
landscape. This picture
was taken w
with a 200
mm zoom lens, at
about 150 mm. Always
be aware of where the
sun is. It can make or

break the picture.
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Well I ask you: Who does what?

Mark Merritt & Avril Labreche

It has come to our attention that there are some misunderstandings about the role of
The Friends of Stanpit Marsh.
We were started to help protect the Marsh and help people to realise what a precious
area it is, we raise funds to help towards the Warden's salary and have managed to give
a substantial amount towards the Information Centre. We have no control over the
politics of this area, such as new bye-laws
laws about dogs on leads, or on the proposed
alterations to the Recreational area. This is done by Christchurch
ristchurch Council alone. FOSM
can offer advice on such matters, but the decisions are made by them. We are concerned
that some local residents seem to assume that the Friends are responsible for the
changes made, but we would like to assure you all that this
his is not the case. FOSM was,
and always will be, a force for good; we are local people sharing common interests.

Bird Photography Tips
      

. Strong composition for a moving subject usually means
that the photographer places a large amount of negative space on the side of the frame
to which the bird is traveling. By allowing some space in this side of the frame, the viewer
will not be distracted by wondering what is in front of the bird, and will be able to focus
on the subject.

   

 . Usually birds in flight look best when the photographer is

relatively close to the same height as the bird. This can be tricky in some situations, but
know that your best photos will likely occur when the bird is swooping down low or when
you can get on a hill or in an elevated bird stand.

   

    
. You will certainly want to use continuous focus (AF
(AF-C

on a Nikon, or AI Servo on a Canon), select the proper focus point (I usually use the center
point or dynamic autofocus), a sharp aperture, and a fast shutter speed somewhere
around 1/1200th of a second.
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. Some new DSLRs allow photographers to set

a user-programmable
programmable collection of settings that can be activated by simpl
simply spinning the
mode dial. When I shoot birds in flight, I have these user-programmable
programmable modes ready
with a setting for panning, and a setting for a still bird. This will allow me to quickly
change all my camera settings in an instant if the occasion arises. Very useful.

     

. Usually backlit birds will not be as nice
nice-looking as front-

lit birds. Simply planning to stand in the correct spot will significantly improve the quality
of your images.

     

        
This will increase your chances of

getting a sharp photo without filling your buffer too quickly.



 



     
. Beginning birds in flight shooters often use the

lowest aperture they have available to get a high shutter speed. Whil
While a high shutter
speed is certainly important, skimping on aperture is not the answer. Many birds have a
large wingspan, and a low aperture will often put the wing tips out of focus. If you need
more light to increase your shutter speed, use a higher ISO.

       
. This is a matter of
personal preference, but I learned how to shoot with
both eyes open because I used to teach shotgun
shooting classes. Applying this technique in
photography allows you to see what is in front of
the bird so you can prepare your shot. If the bird is
swooping down to catch an animal, I can see it
BEFORE it’s too late.

          
. While a
background of a pure blue sky can work in some
situations, many birds in flight images will be mu
much
stronger if a more interesting background is
captured. Wait for the birds to swoop down low
where trees or water can provide a compelling
background.



 



     
. It is

unfortunate that image stabilized lenses often come at a premium, because some
photographers opt for the cheaper lens without image stabilization. Especially for
telephoto lenses, your image stabilization will be absolutely vital to the success of your
photography of birds in flight.
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Stinky Bird Sighting in Peru

Howard Little

I’m not a bird watcher. I’m a kind of bag man or sherpa.. I carry the tripod and set it up. I
focus the spotting scope and then stand out of the way to let the expert get started. I put
on my ‘interested expression’ and agree that the smudge
udge on the horizon with its feet
stuck in the mud is probably a Bar Tailed Godwit rather than its Black Tailed cousin
cousin,
although I can’t remember the difference.
I can certainly remember seeing the weirdest
bird ever: a Hoatzin.. We had visited our son
who was working in Buenos Aire
Aires. We had
then flown to Peru and visited Cusco and
Macchu Picchu and were now spending a
few days in an ‘eco lodge’ in the Amazon
Basin. One of the optional activities we took
was a canoe trip on an oxbow lake called
Lago Sandoval.
oval. After passing Leaf Cutter
ants
nts on the path to the lake we were soon
paddling past Piranaha, and Cayman in our
canoe.. We had a grandstand view of a troop
of Spider
pider monkeys followed by Cappuchin
monkeys complete with babies on their
mothers’ backs. We had also seen more
familiar species such as Otters and Heron.
d his camera and pointed, “Stinky Bird”
Suddenly our guide stopped paddling. He grabbed
he whispered. He suggested we took pictures of this extremely strange creature. We
reminded him that he advised
dvised not to bring cameras due to the likel
likelihood of water in the
canoe. I never have my camera when I need it.
The bird itself was certainly odd. A beige body
with darker brown wings and blue head. A bit
like the strangest turkey you’ve ever seen. It
just sat there on a branch on the water’s
edge, about ten feet away, looking at us. It
was not put out by a canoe full of tourists. The
name ‘Stinky Bird’ was accurate. The bird
smelled of manure.
Our guide told us that this is a noisy species,
with a variety of hoarse calls, including groans,
oans, croaks, hisses and grunts. These calls are
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often associated with body movements, such as wing spreading. Calls are used to
maintain contact between individuals in groups, warn off threats and intruders, and by
chicks begging for food.
Wikepedia tells me that the Hoatzin (Opisthocomus hoazin) was originally described by
German zoologist Statius Müller in 1776. It is arguably the most enigmatic living bird and
there is no satisfying evolutionary hypothesis about its existence.
This is my kind of bird watching. Here is a bird that looks like no other. It is happy to sit
ten feet away from you, and it croaks, hisses and grunts. If after all this there is any
difficulty in identifying the bird, it also stinks of manure.
If only the Godwits were as helpful!

Joint Activity with Friar’s Cliff Residents
nd

On Wednesday 22 of May there was a walk on the marsh for FOSM members and
Friar’s Cliff residents. Talks were given by Mike Andrews on the history of the marsh and
Pam Higginson and Sheila Richards on its natural features. The morning concluded with
refreshments being provided in the Information Centre. Many thanks to all members who
made this day a success.
It is hoped that joint activities with other local groups can be arranged in the future.

Haike

E Russell

In a Hide
His nod said ‘Look there’
A first Little Ringed Plover!
My nod said ‘Thank You’

On the Marsh
The nest trespasser
Echoing wandering voice
Cuckoo on the marsh rush

They ran, stopped, darted,
Soon to fly, swathe and tumble,
Two small lapwing chicks.
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Strange but True
Fish Eat Birds... What?
Catfish have been monitored due to their preying on
pigeons. Yes, not the pigeons preying on the fish.
These fresh water fish will prey on the birds that are
close to the water’s edge. Once they have caught
one they will drag it under water and consume it. It
is unknown why they are resorting to pigeons for
food, however there is a theory that it is because
they are running low on sources of their original
food. The behaviour of the catfish when hunting
pigeons study, published on 5th December, states
that: 'A total of 45 beaching behaviours were
observed and filmed, 28% were successful in bird
capture’

Birds have Regional Accents According to Scientists
Song birds have regional accents just like human
beings, according to new research.Scientists say there
is a noticeable difference in pitch between town and
country bird-song.They
song.They think bird song in the city is at a
higher pitch, to help reduce echoes bouncing off nearby
buildings.

Wardens Play Long Game with Decoy Puffins
In order to lure puffins back to Ramsey Island off
the coast of Wales, wardens at the nature reserve
are using over 200 “decoy” puffins. They have
placed 200 look-alike models around the island in a
bid to tempt real puffins to stop by and eventually
settle. Puffins disappeared from the island at the
th
end of the 19 century as brown rats arriving on
ships began to see them as easy prey. Although the
rats have now been eradicated, puffins have still
not returned to their homes on the island over 110 years later. The nature reserve
wardens say that the tactic of “decoy” puffins to lure the birds could be a long game, and
results may not be seen for many years. That said, puffins have been noticed much closer
to the island – they just haven’t actually been noticed on it yet.
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The Summer Garden Party.

Well, at last, the sun shone for this year’s Garden Party! All who came seemed to enjoy
themselves, although attendance was down on former years, probably due to the
temperature. We had the usual array of stalls and raised £380 profit, which is a lot down on
our usual takings, as you will realise.
Many, many, thanks to Avril who did all the preliminary organising, against we have to say,
some unexpected administrative problems, which were all finally resolved, and to Pam and
Sheila, who, as usual, spent a great deal of time and effortt in preparations before and on the
day. We greatly appreciated the help of all our enthusiastic and willing helpers from stall
holders to cake makers and from furniture movers to tea providers as well as all our visitors
who assisted in raising funds.
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